OPPORTUNITY

Supporting local, diverse and small businesses

SUPPORTING LOCAL,
DIVERSE AND SMALL
BUSINESSES
Across the thousands of communities Walmart is privileged to operate in, we see firsthand the importance
of business as a source of jobs and tax revenue. As a major retailer, Walmart can help strengthen farmers,
manufacturers and small businesses around the world through our sourcing and other initiatives. For
example, we can help advance local manufacturing, empower women entrepreneurs and help improve local
agricultural production by working with others to support technological innovation, access to capital and
access to markets. Whether they supply Walmart or not, stronger producers make for stronger supply chains
and economies—which in turn helps drive customer demand.

We seek these outcomes through four key strategies:
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Investing in
American jobs
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Supporting
local and
small farmers
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Fostering the growth
of women-owned
and diverse suppliers
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Supporting
growth of small
businesses

Diverse-owned
businesses can be
an essential source
of innovative, highquality products
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Investing in American jobs
Walmart aims to use our purchase orders, supplier relationships and philanthropy to
promote local manufacturing innovation and growth. In 2013, we launched a major
initiative in the U.S. to purchase an additional $250 billion in products supporting American
jobs through 2023. From drinkware to toolboxes, from patio furniture to giftwrap, suppliers
are expanding the manufacturing and assembly of products in the U.S. According to
Boston Consulting Group 2013 Study, 1 million new U.S. jobs could be created through
the Investing in American Jobs Initiative, including direct manufacturing job growth of
approximately 250,000, and indirect job growth of approximately 750,000 in the support
and service sectors.

Sourcing to expand U.S. manufacturing
Many customers tell us that where a product is made is second only to price in influencing their purchasing
decisions. Sourcing locally allows our stores to respond to our customers faster, respond to seasonal demands
and help mitigate risks such as volatility in currency and port delays, which increase the chance of running
out of stock.
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We enlist our suppliers to help us identify opportunities to increase production in the U.S. by increasing
the amount of U.S.-made goods we already buy (like sporting goods, apparel, storage products, games
and paper products), sourcing “new to Walmart” U.S. manufactured goods, and helping to onshore U.S.
production in high-potential areas like textiles, furniture and higher-end appliances. To raise awareness
of our initiative and encourage suppliers to identify new product opportunities, Walmart hosted the U.S.
Manufacturing Summit and Open Call for new U.S.-made products in June 2016. Entrepreneurs from 40 states
participated in 800 meetings at the 2016 Summit, and almost every shelf-stable item pitched was offered to be
featured on Walmart.com.

U.S. Manufacturing Innovation Fund
As a complement to Walmart’s sourcing initiative, a $10 million U.S. Manufacturing
Innovation Fund was launched in 2014. The Fund, a collaboration between Walmart,
the Walmart Foundation and the United States Conference of Mayors (USCM), supports
innovative research into manufacturing processes. The research seeks solutions
to common manufacturing challenges, such as production waste, environmental
sustainability and process efficiency. The aim is to make it easier and more appealing
for companies to produce household goods in the U.S.
In FY2017, nearly $3 million was awarded to six universities focused on sustainable
manufacturing innovations in textiles. This funding cycle marks the completion
of the $10 million Innovation Fund commitment. While the funding is done, the
projects continue to advance, and we hope to learn what works and what does
not over the next few years as the Fund’s grantees advance commercial application
of their research.

Completed the

$10 million
in U.S. Manufacturing
Innovation Fund
commitment launched
in 2014

“The Innovation Fund’s straightforward
strategy to strengthen manufacturing
makes sense: Find the researchers with
the most innovative ideas for solving
manufacturing problems, then give
those researchers the funding they
need so their innovations can
get to manufacturers across
the U.S. that can use them to
become more productive
and competitive.”
Tom Cochran
CEO and Executive Director
of the U.S. Conference of Mayors
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Supporting local and
small farmers
Promoting locally grown produce in the U.S.
We strive to source produce from local farms wherever possible in each of our retail
markets as a way to support local economies, increase freshness for customers and
reduce transportation costs and greenhouse gas emissions. We’ve learned that customers
prefer to buy locally grown produce, and in the U.S. we define “local produce” as grown
and sold in the same state. Sourcing locally allows our stores to offer fruits and vegetables
that are fresh and in season.
We continue to look for ways to increase our assortment of fresh, locally sourced produce
for our customers around the country. In the U.S., we more than doubled our sales of
locally grown produce from 2010 to 2015, from $404 million to $825 million and have
committed to doubling it again by 2025.

In the U.S., we set a goal to
double our sales of locally
grown produce again by 2025.
36

EXAMPLES OF POPULAR
LOCAL PRODUCE ITEMS

Florida
strawberries
North
Carolina
tomatoes
Texas
watermelons
Washington
potatoes
Arkansas
sweet potatoes
Great Lakes
States
corn

IMPACT

Going local with
Frey Farms
Twenty years ago, Frey Farms started adding pumpkins
to the local produce they sold at nearby Walmart stores
in Wayne County, Illinois—and the pumpkin patch has
been growing ever since. A women-owned business,
Sarah Frey and her four brothers have expanded their
operations to 11 farms in seven additional states,
allowing them to employ more than 500 American
workers seasonally.
We’re proud to celebrate two decades of working
with the largest grower and shipper of pumpkins in
the nation. Not only has Frey Farms’ success helped
grow the local and state economies where their farms
operate, it has allowed us to offer healthier and more
affordable locally sourced food options at even more
locations across the country.
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Connecting small producers
to global supply chains

IMPACT

A bountiful harvest
in Brazil

Since 2002, Walmart Brazil has supported small
and medium farmers through its Producers Club.
Today, more than 7,400 growers are involved from
all around the country, supplying items such as
lettuce, strawberries and tomatoes. Walmart Brazil
buys directly from these cooperatives and individual
famers and has a team of agronomists that help the
farmers strengthen their production and marketing
techniques. These interventions not only allow
Walmart Brazil to put fresh, local produce on its
shelves, they can also make a real difference in
the lives of individual farmers.
Silvia Mineko is one of those farmers. She was born
in Mogi das Cruzes, São Paulo State, and her father
was a grower of lettuce and other vegetables. She
and her three sisters took over their family farm and
saw an opportunity to grow their business. They
started looking for supermarket customers in the
city of São Paulo and found Walmart. Today, Silvia
delivers fresh vegetables to eight Walmart Brazil
stores. She also built a small processing facility and
expanded her offering to include ready-to-eat salads.
Today, Silvia and her sisters run a business of 70 hectares
of vegetable production and employ 180 people.
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We know that many of the world’s poor live in rural
areas and are dependent on agriculture for their
livelihoods. According to the World Bank, many
survive on less than $2 a day and are not part of
the formal economy. World Bank also found that
economic growth in the agriculture sector is twice
as effective at reducing poverty as growth in other
sectors of the economy. Yet, too often, significant
barriers, such as a lack of capital and lack of access to
predictable and functional markets, stand in the way
of small-scale farmers’ escaping a life of poverty.
Walmart is committed to helping improve the
livelihoods of small and medium farmers in emerging
markets. We do this in two ways. The first is through
our purchase orders for produce and other food items
from small and medium farmers in emerging markets.
The second is through training. The Walmart Foundation
supports training of small farmers, actively looking to
identify and remove barriers that may prevent them
from participating in markets that supply Walmart and
other retailers. We believe Walmart’s work in this area
will help increase opportunity for small and medium
farmers while enhancing environmental sustainability
in our fresh-produce supply chain.
For example, the Walmart Foundation met a commitment
to fund training for a million farmers and farm workers
by the end of 2016, half of whom were women (see
Women in agriculture, pg. 27). Walmart also helps to
provide technical assistance to small and medium-sized
growers in our supply chain through our various sourcing
organizations. The training ranges from information
sessions on retail sourcing standards to store visits that
allow farmers to see how our customers experience
their products.

Walmart and the Walmart
Foundation are working to
help improve livelihoods
of small and medium
farmers in emerging markets.

Investing in farmer training
The Walmart Foundation helps to develop and
support farmer training projects around the world,
with a goal of equipping smallholder farmers with
the tools and knowledge they need to succeed.
Between 2011 and 2016, the Walmart Foundation
funded training for over 1 million small and medium
farmers, of whom more than half were women. Going
forward, the Foundation expects to focus investments
on market access and business-skills training for farmers
in priority regions. The Foundation’s efforts in this area
include the following:
• Bangladesh. Helping small farmers increase their
productivity is an important part of improving their
livelihoods. The Walmart Foundation has invested
nearly $1.2 million in the International Fertilizer
Development Center over two years to train 52,000
women smallholder farmers in precision fertilizer
practices in Bangladesh. The training links vegetablemarketing seminars designed around gaps in
farmer knowledge to local market needs.
• Kenya. In many markets, smallholder farmers are
held back by a lack of financing necessary to buy
seeds, equipment and fund operations until harvest.
One Acre Fund (OAF) works to improve the livelihood
of smallholder farmers by providing access to
financing and training. A $1 million grant to OAF
from the Walmart Foundation provides incomesensitive financing and hands-on training to 50,000
farmers in Western Kenya, including 32,000 women.
The grant aims to increase yields, and ultimately,
income for the largest and most underserved
groups of farmers.

• China. The Walmart Foundation made a commitment
of close to $1.5 million to Cornell University to train
more than 70,000 apple farmers in China, including
over 35,000 women. The training will focus on
adoption and proper management of high-density
apple orchard systems on dwarfing rootstocks, which
allows for increased planting density, decreased
inputs and higher-quality fruit. This grant follows a
previous $3.7 million grant that trained more than
200,000 farmers over three years. The latest grant
will help extend the work from two provinces to
five apple-growing regions in China.
• Mexico. Business skills are important to farmers
of any size who hope to market their crops. The
Walmart Foundation is working with TechnoServe, a
nonprofit that creates business solutions to alleviate
poverty, to help provide training and market-access
programs to farmers across Mexico who are working
with both formal and informal markets and a variety
of retailers and brands. A grant of $4.8 million will
help farmers gain skills in both production and
business processes to grow their enterprises. Building
on our commitment to support women around the
world, the Walmart Foundation is also funding the
Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs
(ANDE) in Mexico with a grant of $181,000 to find
ways to help address the unique barriers women
farmers face in gaining access to markets.
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IMPACT

Strength in numbers: How the women
farmers of Matala joined forces to start
their own small agribusiness
In 2013, a group of women farmers in Zambia
banded together to form the Matala Women
Farmer’s Association. Their idea was that by pooling
resources, they could pursue bigger opportunities.
“We want to promote women doing things outside
the family,” said Clare Mukupa, Secretary of the
Association. “It is not easy for us to find resources
and make money as individuals, so we thought
that coming together would help us use our social
capital and resources together.”
The group soon began working with the Women’s
Improved Marketing and Asset Control (WIMAC)
Project, which is run by Agribusiness Systems
International (ASI) with support from the Walmart

Foundation. WIMAC works with more than
1,000 other farmer organizations to improve their
organizational capacity, marketing acumen and
business practices. The goal is to empower women
to pursue business opportunities and save for
the future.
After some general business training, WIMAC
and the Matala Association decided to focus on
the production, storage and processing of soya
beans, a lucrative and highly nutritious crop. With
their newly acquired knowledge, the Association
set to work planting and producing its first crop.
The Matala women pooled their harvest and sold
more than 6,600 pounds of soya to a large-scale
buyer. Encouraged by their success, the women
decided to branch out into poultry production.
They created their own high-nutrition chicken feed
by combining surplus soya from their first harvest
with maize and sunflower seeds. Starting with
20 chickens collected from group members, the
association now counts a flock of 75.
With the help of the WIMAC project, the association
took their profits, along with membership fees and
donations, and opened a savings account with
a local bank. At their current rate of savings, the
Matala Women Farmer’s Association reports that it
expects to qualify for a larger loan by the beginning
of the next planting season—just in time to buy
the high-quality seed they need to ensure another
good harvest and continued business success.
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Fostering the growth of womenowned and diverse suppliers
As a global retailer, we see firsthand the astonishing diversity among our customers and communities
in different countries. Just as our customer base is diverse in gender, race and ethnic background,
we believe our supplier base should be, too. Diverse-owned businesses can be an essential source of
innovative, high-quality products for our stores, reflecting the needs and the values of our customers.
We are committed to using the power of our purchase orders to support a roster of suppliers that
includes an expanding number of businesses owned by women and minorities.

Sourcing from diverse-owned businesses
Walmart is committed to promoting, increasing and improving the participation of the diverse businesses within
our supply chain. We believe that doing so increases choice and quality for our customers and creates jobs. Here
are two examples of our work in this area:
• Summits. Each year, our U.S. Manufacturing Supplier Summit brings our suppliers and buyers together to
build relationships, while also promoting inclusion. The summit seeks to advance a conversation between
diverse businesses and internal stakeholders and helps potential suppliers understand our Every Day Low
Cost and Every Day Low Price strategy. Suppliers get the chance to present products to our buyers, while
buyers get to experience the insights, innovation and expertise of diverse suppliers.
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IMPACT

Goldbug
As a global retailer, we see firsthand the astonishing
diversity that exists across our suppliers in different
countries. At Walmart, we believe we’re at our best
when we promote that diversity for the benefit of
our customers. We believe diversity among suppliers
not only allows us to broaden the range of products
and services we bring to the communities we
serve, but also helps us tailor product lines to the
local tastes of a given store or region. In this way,
we’re able to create a more inclusive and resilient
supply chain, allowing us to source from and
support suppliers both large and small, especially
those owned by minorities, women, U.S. Veterans
and people with disabilities. Diversity and inclusion
in our supply chain is fundamental to our
continued success.
In the U.S., our Walmart Supplier Diversity team
focuses on increasing sourcing from diverse
businesses and helping diverse businesses become
suppliers. Our merchant team and professional service
business segments understand the value of supplier
inclusion and what it means to be truly reflective of
our associates and the customers and communities
we serve. Their diligence has resulted in numerous
examples of innovation, development, savings,
sales and profit for our company as we nurture
our diverse supplier base.
Goldbug, a distributor of infant and children’s
accessories based in Aurora, Colorado, is a good
example of the support we provide our diverse
suppliers—and the value we get back in return.
Goldbug CEO Katherine Gold took the helm in
2012 after the death of her father, who founded the
company more than 40 years earlier. Gold keenly felt
the responsibility of making sure Goldbug continued
to thrive, so when the opportunity to become a
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supplier to Walmart arose, she was eager—but
nervous about taking on such a large commitment.
Walmart merchants and U.S. Supplier Diversity Team
worked closely with Gold to make the relationship
a success. Taking a product from idea to store shelf
can take nine months. The production process for
a single apparel item can entail more than 80 steps.
It’s a daunting process, but Walmart held frequent
joint planning sessions with Goldbug to make sure
it went smoothly.
Walmart recommended several key actions that
might accelerate Goldbug’s success, including
creating a revised business plan and gaining
certification as a woman-owned business. Once
Goldbug was able to promote the brand using
the Women Owned logo.
Walmart also nominated Gold to join a week-long
business program for diverse suppliers at the Tuck
School of Business at Dartmouth College. “Walmart’s
investment in my development turned out to be a
life-changing opportunity,” says Gold, who was able
to share her concerns and challenges with other
business owners. Dartmouth professors reviewed
Goldbug’s financials and provided an analysis of her
value chain, invaluable tools that Gold often shares
during meetings and presentations.
Gold says that Walmart has helped her company
thrive. “With Walmart’s help and support, we are
able to scale our business and keep growing. I
will continue to learn from and support diverse
companies, just as Walmart supports Goldbug.”

Nutricion Creativa,
a women-owned business
supplier who participated
in Walmart Mexico’s
capacity building program
with Endeavor Global.

• Coalitions. We support and collaborate with leading
organizations that advocate for diverse-owned
businesses, including National Minority Supplier
Development Council, Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council, U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of
Commerce, Department of Veterans Affairs Center for
Veterans Enterprise and others. Collaborations with
these advocacy organizations provide access to more
than 25,000 suppliers and supplier development,
thought leadership, brand and reputation
management experts.

Sourcing from women-owned
businesses
In 2011, Walmart and the Walmart Foundation launched
the Women’s Economic Empowerment (WEE) Initiative.
As part of that effort, Walmart committed to sourcing
$20 billion in products and services from Women-Owned
Businesses (WOBs) for Walmart U.S. operations over five
years, as well as doubling the amount sourced from WOBs
in Walmart’s other markets around the world.
WOBs offer a tremendous opportunity to empower
women economically. According to an estimate from

the “American Express 2016 State of Women-Owned
Businesses” report, WOBs employ nearly 9 million people
in the U.S. alone and represent one of the fastest-growing
business segments. It also projected between 2007 and
2016, WOBs would grow 45 percent, compared with
just 9 percent growth in all businesses. The 2015 Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor Women’s Report estimated
that there are more than 200 million women starting or
running a new enterprise and 128 million managing
established businesses in 83 representative economies.
The study also found that women in nearly half of these
countries report equal or higher innovation levels than
their male counterparts.
On Nov. 1, 2016, Walmart surpassed its $20 billion U.S.
sourcing goal, achieving $21.2 billion through January
2017. Our efforts to strengthen women-owned
businesses include:
• Finding and sourcing items from women-owned
businesses. As our buyers meet with suppliers and learn
about new products at industry events such as Toy Fair
in Dallas or the Canton Fair in Guangzhou, China, they
are always on the lookout for new items from WOBs
that fit the needs of our customers as well as our
category strategy.
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Increasing our supplier diversity—spending with diverse-owned businesses
Spend results (in millions)*

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

Merchandising

$8,188.4

$8,443.7

$8,213.5

$8,735.4

$9,232.8

Services

$1,074.8

$1,424.6

$1,492.3

$2,126.1

$1,279.9

$978.3

$1,262.5

$1,440.9

$1,568.1

$1,693.1

Tier 2 indirect spend

$10,241.5

$11,130.8

$11,146.7

$12,429.6

$12,205.8

Total direct spend

$2,626.7

$2,572.4

$3,156.5

$2,592.9

$2,495.4

$12,868.2

$13,703.2

$14,303.2

$15,022.5

$14,701.2

Direct import

Direct & indirect spend

* Through third-party validation, diverse suppliers are identified and their spend is retroactively added.

Walmart has sourced

$21.2 billion

in products
and services from WOBs for Walmart
U.S. operations over five years

5-year spending with
women-owned businesses
(in billions)

$4.9

$3.5

FY13
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$3.9

FY14

$4.4

FY15

FY16

$4.5

FY17

“As a long-standing Walmart supplier, I found
the accelerator training comprehensive in
content and well-instructed by experienced
executives. In today’s rapidly changing retail
environment, it is a must-attend summit for
suppliers new and old.”
Robyn Smalletz
President/CEO Gloria Duchin, Inc.
• Helping to provide access to capital. To help
potential suppliers gain access to capital, Walmart
launched the Supplier Alliance. Through our banking
service providers, the program allows qualifying
suppliers to receive invoice payments earlier than the
negotiated Walmart terms, giving them greater access
to capital and better cash flow as they ramp up to
supply Walmart. The program was piloted by several of
our WOBs and has been expanded to include all
Walmart suppliers. There are currently more than 300
suppliers in the program, accounting for approximately
$10.5 billion in purchase orders.
• Encouraging diversity on key account teams.
To encourage our suppliers to reflect on their own
diversity goals, in 2014 Walmart began asking suppliers
to report the gender and ethnic makeup of their teams
supporting Walmart. In FY2017, 61 suppliers took
Walmart’s survey, including professional services firms
and 16 merchandising suppliers, each with over $1 billion
in Walmart sales. Suppliers reported a 50 basis point
increase in overall team diversity over the past year.
• Training for women-owned businesses. We
provided 2.5-day Accelerator Training classes for
Walmart’s women-owned suppliers, covering topics
such as retail math and logistics. To increase access, we
created short whiteboard videos, providing several
videos with translations into Mandarin and Spanish.
WOBs that participated in Accelerator Training in 2015
saw greater sales performance than other WOBs for
the same time period.
• Promoting women-owned businesses. Walmart
continues to support the Women Owned logo for
placement on products produced by WOBs. In 2014,
the label was launched with our support by Women’s
Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC) and

Women-owned suppliers attending accelerator training
in Bentonville, Arkansas.

WEConnect International. In 2015, the logo was made
available in French, Mandarin and Spanish for use by
certified women-owned businesses. This year, the
logo went international, appearing on products in
Walmart India stores. We also continue to use the logo
in digital marketing campaigns and promotions.
• Empowering women entrepreneurs beyond the U.S.
In other markets such as Central America, Chile, India,
Japan and Mexico, we have also been developing
women-owned suppliers and encouraging women
entrepreneurs. In Mexico, Walmart supported Endeavor
Global to train 11 small producers on topics such
as being a CEO and setting up the right governance
model and mentoring. In India, Walmart supported
Vrutti and WEConnect International’s launch of the
Women Entrepreneurship Development Program
(WEDP) with 32 WOBs. The program aims to help the
women develop their personal and professional skills
to build robust businesses. During the nine-month
program, the WOBs will receive capacity-building
training, mentoring and technical support customized
to the needs of their businesses.
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IMPACT

Crafting designs for the world market
The entrepreneurs made significant strides with
their venture, but when the opportunity arose to
push themselves further with the Walmart Women
Entrepreneurship Development Program (WEDP)
they didn’t hesitate. “I got selected as a participant
and a lot changed for us. WEDP exposed me to a
different world altogether. It broadened my horizon
as I learned the nuances of running a business,”
says Babita.

Babita Gupta’s road to entrepreneurship began
with a simple gesture. In an effort to find more
work for her housekeeper, Gupta offered her some
basic home décor projects to work on. The extra
income had a dramatic effect on her housekeeper’s
life; it gave her the wherewithal to free herself from
an abusive marriage. News of this life changing
experience soon spread in the community and
other women approached Babita for work.
As Babita supervised, explained and taught, it
occurred to her that she had the opportunity to
create an independent venture, one that could
provide income—and empower the women in
her community. Thus was born Nirmal Designs. In
2007, Nirmal started manufacturing and exporting
household items such as cushion covers, bedspreads,
and aprons to leading brands in the United States
and Europe. Babita’s sister, Neeta, joined her in the
venture, and together they grew the company.
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Nirmal is now a supplier to Walmart India. The
company’s 35 women employees have learned to
sew professionally, providing them with a valuable
job skill. “Bringing underprivileged women into
the workforce has given us the opportunity to
empower others,” says Babita, who adds that these
women, who have attained a new level of dignity
and self reliance, provide the company with a loyal
workforce in which absenteeism is rare. Her goal
now is to continue increasing sales, while instilling
in the women working with her the belief that if
she can, they can.
Babita finds appreciation in the hand-written notes sent by
her customers lauding her great designs & timely deliveries.
She can be reached on 9873428040 and some of her designs
created from surplus fabric can be seen on her website
www.below300.com.

Supporting growth
of small businesses
Small businesses are critical to job growth and a strong economy. According to the Small
Business and Entrepreneur Council and the Small Business Administration, they account
for almost half of the gross domestic product in the U.S. Since the 1970s, small businesses
have accounted for 66 percent of all net new jobs. Small businesses also provide our
stores with countless products and are a source of innovation.
While many small-business owners have the drive, the ingenuity and the grit to be
successful, they may face serious challenges in securing the capital necessary to fund
and scale their enterprises. In the U.S. alone, more than half of all credit requests from
small businesses were declined in 2014, according to the New York Federal Reserve
Small Business Credit Survey. Other small-business owners may lack critical skills.
These companies are not just our suppliers; in many cases they are our customers as well.
Sam’s Club was founded to give small businesses access to everything from produce to
paper products at a lower price. Supporting small business is good for our business, good
for our communities and good for society.
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Enabling access to capital for small business
Securing capital and other resources to survive and grow is a serious challenge for small businesses. To help, Sam’s Club
and the Sam’s Club Giving Program launched the Small Business Access to Capital Initiative in 2015 to help mission-driven
lenders such as Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) increase their ability to lend to small, underserved
businesses. The program also supports educating small-business owners about best practices on obtaining financing. This
initiative aims to enable 5,000 loans from CDFIs to underserved businesses, unlock $100 million in new capital and reach
1 million small-business owners to help educate them about best practices in lending and borrowing. Our focus includes:

43% of small businesses are

located in low-income communities

33% are less than five years old
Together, small businesses located in
low-income communities generate

$1.87 trillion
in annual revenue

source: The Big Picture: A Larger View of the Small
Business Market (Association for Enterprise Opportunity)
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• Strengthening institutions that provide
affordable capital. Small businesses are sometimes
disadvantaged because the institutions meant
to serve them have outdated technology and
cumbersome processes. To address this problem,
the Sam’s Club Giving Program made a $3.1 million
grant to the Accion U.S. Network, a nonprofit
dedicated to providing access to high-quality,
affordable financial services, to strengthen the
group’s ability to serve small businesses by streamlining
and modernizing its technology and loan-making
process. Similarly, the Sam’s Club Giving Program
awarded $2 million in the Community Reinvestment
Fund USA, a CDFI, to increase the capacity and
capability of other mission-driven lenders by
helping them streamline processes and reduce
costs associated with loan origination. This grant
helps improve Community Reinvestment Fund
(CRF) lending tools and systems to reach more
business borrowers while promoting efficiencies
to reduce the costs of making a loan. By investing
in the capacity of mission-driven lenders, Sam’s
Club Giving hopes to decrease the costs of making
a loan and allow lenders grow the number of small
businesses they serve.
• Educating borrowers. To help meet our
commitment of providing training on how to
finance a business, the Sam’s Club Giving Program
awarded two key grants: a grant of $1 million to the
Small Business Majority Foundation to scale
business operations and expand educational
programs for minority, women and other
underrepresented entrepreneurs. Programs will
provide training in key areas of running a business,
such as preparing and understanding financial
statements, pricing and marketing, as well as
finding the right financing for the business need;
and a $3.6 million grant to Opportunity Finance
Network to launch www.venturize.org, an online
resource center for business owners that provides
access to financial tools.

IMPACT

Easy rider: How one U.S. veteran made his dream
of opening a motorcycle repair shop come true
Kevin Edgmon, a disabled Desert Storm veteran, was optimistic
that his hard work had paid off as he prepared to open a Harley
Davidson repair shop outside of Denver. But when Kevin went to
find financing, bank after bank turned him down. “I almost gave
up, thinking my business degree, experience and mechanic
certification were wasted, and I was not going to fulfill my
dream,” Kevin recalls of that grim period.
Then, one of the bankers who had rejected his application
suggested Kevin contact Community Reinvestment Fund
(CRF), USA. CRF is a mission-driven Community Development
Financial Institution (CDFI) dedicated to providing financial
services to America’s underserved communities. An important part of CRF’s mission is to provide access to
capital to small businesses, helping them to grow and create jobs.
“When I first met with CRF representative Brian Burke, I could tell he had done his research on me and
believed in me,” says Kevin. “He worked with me to understand my business, and without CRF my dream
would not have come true.”
CRF provided Kevin with a $245,000 loan, made possible in part with funding from the Sam’s Club
Giving Program. Today, Road Skulls, the name Kevin gave his Harley repair shop, is up and running.
Kevin opened his shop in a low-income community and has two employees. To meet increasing
demand, Kevin is now planning to open a second shop.
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CHALLENGES

Supporting local, diverse
and small businesses
Lack of small business-appropriate financing.
Private investment has ignited innovation in financial services,
resulting in new online lenders that offer fast, easy approval and
swift loan disbursement. There is growing concern, however,
that some loan products are ill matched to the needs of small
business owners. CDFIs are exploring collaborations with
online lenders willing to share technology platforms. While this
promises to reduce costs and help scale mission-driven lending,
the impact of these collaborations has yet to be evaluated.
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